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Grand Alora Hotel, Bandar Baru Mergong, 05250 Alor Setar, Kedah, Malaysia

+60124239726 - https://www.foodpanda.my/restaurant/c9l1/grand-alora-hotel

A comprehensive menu of Grand Alora from Alor Setar covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here on
the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Grand Alora:
good experience to stay there. it looks like his name; great. its location is strategic, easy to find and in the middle

of the city, so it is easy to improve elsewhere, I personally need to provide them to provide small spoons and
guides in the rooms. Eating times to breakfast should be more of a much too special for guests who follow two
nights. swimming pool can not be used yet, as they still recover from the Covid... read more. What User doesn't

like about Grand Alora:
location of this hotel look good where dinge, who want to buy or eat, in short distance. lotus mergong is opposite
this hotel eating stalls are easy to find, but first please look for hygienic real stalls. you can find better restaurants

near the hotel. talking about the parking lot, this hotel offers plenty of parking spaces inside and outside. only
rooms need more extra maintenance, where carpets little stinking, w... read more. In the restaurant you can not

only enjoy the delicious savory menus, but also the hypnotizing view of the local landmarks, The successful
fusion of different dishes with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued by the guests - a good example

of Asian Fusion. If you want to have breakfast, a tasty brunch awaits you, on the menu there are also a lot of
Asian dishes.
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Popular product�
CHICKEN SIEW MAI

Popular
SET DIM SUM BASKET

RICE NOODLE PRAWN

HA KAO PARWNS

PRAWN STEAMED SEAFOOD SAUCE

STEAMED TWIN SCALLOP
COMBINATION

Main�
PRAWNS SIEW MAI

FENKO MA PO

STEAMED MUSHROOM WITH
VEGETABLE

STEAMED MINCED SHRIMPS WRAPPED

STEAMED FISH SOY SAUCE

PAU LAVA SALTED EGG

RICE NOODLE FISH

FONG TAUHU BROWN SAUCE

FRIED MANTIS SHRIMPS DUMPLING
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